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John McAuliffe’s fourth collection takes Edmund Spenser as its presiding
spirit in its epigraph: “But if that Land be there, quoth he, as here, / And

is their Heaven likewise there all one?” McAuliffe’s Spenser is the border-
blurring traveller from England to Ireland – an Elizabethan counterpoint to his
own transition from Listowel to Manchester, through which he feels for and
blurs his own borders.

The Way In continues the poetry of witness for which McAuliffe has become
known, attending to the quotidian configurations of the poet’s life in
companionable fashion: “I point out, / or you do (we are natural pointers)”
(‘Stand-off on Santiago Street’) signals the method underlying the verse. At the
heart of the book, however, taking its cue from Spenser’s ‘Colin Clout’s Come
Home Again’, the sequence ‘Home, Again’ – with that suggestive, distancing
comma at its centre – interrogates those patterns, and, like the collection as a
whole, subverts easy certainties about where the poet actually is.

For all its touches of humour and affability, the poetry here is watchful –
even suspicious – of the world and its appearances. The speaker of ‘Stand-off
on Santiago Street’ wonders whether the business over the road is, “as I think,
about everything – a front”. That concern with what is or is not the case, beyond
the surface – joking, but not really – extends throughout, to people, place, and
to poetry itself.

‘From Here’ employs the interwoven lines of the villanelle to unravel the
arbitrariness and inherent instability of boundaries, quietly summoning up the
uneasy neighbour-hood of Irish and British history. The legal and political
divisions of the border across the lake are both present and absent: “the view
from here is the border, / law and order written on water”. It is a richly
ambivalent piece, politically precise in ways that only poetry can achieve.
Elsewhere, the double-edged humour continues to hold in poise “a magpie –
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the national bird, / opportunist, a noise abroad” (‘Soft Landing’) with the sense
of the “Emigrant, optimist, disowning the borders / we didn’t see ranging
around us like axe heads, / every word out of our mouths someone else’s” (‘By
Now’). The verse is at its most interesting in these tensions, with their implicit
scepticism as to national and personal status – as well as to the status of the
utterance that acts upon our mental habitat. The collection’s title poem, from
the sequence ‘Home, Again’, presents its defining paradox when it finds “the
way out the only way in”.

The poetry here feels hungry for answers – another “opaque, glittering” lake
yields up a “signal”, which remains equally opaque (‘Wild’) – but does not quite
trust poetry to provide them. Several poems stage the processes of writing, as
if to interrogate them: ‘The Wake’ incorporates and reflects on some draft lines,
“trying to be straight, / ish, but nothing side-of-the-mouth”, while ‘The Penny’
tries insistently to nip poeticism in the bud: “It’s nothing, and don’t make it
into something, / just a penny, a little coin that wouldn’t stick”. ‘Home, Again’
riffs on Spenser’s line, “Then want I words to speak it fitly forth”, with a dialogue
on poetry that includes the only clear defence of the art in the book, as “the
language drawing us out of ourselves”. That’s good, but where (comes the
doubting voice) does that leave the self? In ‘The Red Lion’, the opening poem
of the ‘Home, Again’ sequence, the poet considers himself and his friends as
they meet in a pub: “Is there something to be said for us, this shower, this
avalanche / of poet-critics, pol corrs, stand-ups, lecturers and journalists in
verse?” – or does their careerist “online manoeuvring” suggest that poetry itself
is “coming to a dying, awful, lazy end”?

It took me a while to hear these poems – something in which I see another
kind of scepticism at work. In its formalised vernacular, tinged with Audenisms,
the verse draws less on the latent music of the language than the abstract joinery
of punctuation, syntax and lineation. If Spenser’s presence is felt throughout the
collection, it is not for those “Spenserian vowels that elope with ease” so
beloved of Keats.

That sense of formal resistance – or, perhaps more accurately, wariness of
falling into the traps of a poetical manner, as opposed to the authentic thing
itself – is at one with the matter-of-factness of much of the poetry: locating,
listing, pointing out. Despite the superficially accessible nature of McAuliffe’s
material, however, the effect – like that signal from the lake – is often curiously
opaque or circumlocutory, even in bathos: somehow withholding itself, as if on
the cusp of arrival. “Before I say a word, / ‘Don’t start,’ you say” (‘Household’), and
the reader might wonder if that imperative has become self-chiding, at some
level. The Way In has an air of deliberate understatement – and yet it is shot
through with self-consciousness of its status as poetry. The habit of poetry is
clearly ingrained in the life presented here, but I’m left with the sense of a poet
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questioning what that truly means – and whether that’s enough.
In contrast to McAuliffe, the aural texture of Kate Bingham’s third collection,

Infragreen, is powered by the patterns of its ‘eloping’ vowels – as here, in a
speculative description of 

something I want to call our soul,
alive and fluttering within

as it gets ready to unfold
the precarious expanding mesh
of its first full breath into the wings
you’d hope for of a made-up thing,
trembling, ticklish and compressed
as love should be, losing its foothold.

(‘Between Our Feet’)

The cumulative musical effect is apt for a collection that brings day-light and
dream-light, visible and invisible, into intimate communion. As its title suggests,
Infragreen aims to carry human vision beyond its habituated range.

Bingham’s subtlety is never vague. She most often houses her “made-up
things” in the discipline of rhyme, for which she shows her sure feel
throughout. A delight in formal effects characterises the book as a whole, with
nods to past masters in Hardy and Frost (and a successful cento thrown in to
boot). The sonnet is served well, and the villanelle is prominent here, too: a
clever pairing of the form in ‘Arrangements’ is used to serio-comic effect, as
each poem undermines the other in coming to terms with paradox and
complexity: “for things to stay the same they have to change” says the one; “For
things to change they have to stay the same” answers the other. ‘The World at
One’ loosens the villanelle a little more, in ways that show Bingham’s skill and
confidence in the medium – and as it does, develops a quiet politics of being
in response to the horrors and the pressures of the global news media:

bring me pencil, paper, chewing gum
and I will stay at home and do no harm,
imagining myself a world for one
where what I did was what I should have done.

That implicit concern with the place of the writer in the world – at once
querying and justifying the self-justifying ways of the writing life – is
complemented elsewhere by a concern with the faith of the artist in her own
work. The haunting ballad ‘By the River Lau’ imagines a lone artisan who finally
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makes “her masterpiece”, an origami man. He seems to come alive in her hand,
“the glimmer of a thought behind / his glossy onion eyes”, but in “the silkscreen
dawn” of the morning after, “a poor, imperfect, woman-made / man shape was
all she saw” and – her faith in what he seemed to be gone – she unfolds and thus
kills him: “a tiny shattered skeleton / revealed what she had done”, and her
mind itself unravels. It’s an admonitory myth.

Human life and its habitats figure in this collection as a shared garden – not
in any twee sense, but as something we transform by our activity, and which
transforms us by its own. The opening poem, ‘Ultragreen’, aligns the poet to
the life within and beyond herself, through the lens of a drop of water, and
“Something like photosynthesis begins”. The mind is left, like the water drop
“in the crux of a leaf”, “half letting go of itself / half hanging on” (‘Infragreen’).

Infragreen questions as well as raids the inarticulate, alert to 

the possibility that somewhere
in the processes of deep non-verbal reasoning

some filament might signal back
and the silence between us
end in words.

(‘Questions’)

Nothing is taken for granted in the intellectual universe of these poems: instead
they draw strength from going on creating in the face of mystery.

Bingham is faithful to the fugitive spectrum of perception: “Only a state of
mind or trick of light, / I tell myself, but no less felt for that” (‘Tapetum
Lucidum’). In her hands, “A feeling wonders what it might become” (‘Rosa
Wedding Day’) – an instinctive affirmation of William James’s sense that “the
recesses of feeling, the darker, blinder strata of character, is the only place in the
world in which we catch real fact in the making”. This gives the collection its
metaphysical tact – a rare quality: though perhaps the day is coming when it
will be more fully acknowledged as fundamental to the distinctive authority of
poetry.

Infragreen is full of sensuous, imaginative and beautifully accomplished
work. It succeeds in leading the consciousness beyond its deadened rounds:
“why else do you think I’d choose to go // at twilight in the rain if not to listen
/ to my hairs on end, my senses trespassing?” (‘The Wood’).

Gregory Leadbetter’s Coleridge and the Daemonic Imagination (2011) is published by 
Palgrave Macmillan. His pamphlet The Body in the Well (HappenStance) appeared in 2007.
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